




its vehicle for debating issues critical to

African-American communities-hunger,
fair housing, education, the brutality of

"the pigs" (Newton and Seale's term for the

"It was about getting Huey's and the

party's messages to the people.

Showing whit was really going on."

police, later adopted by other sympathetic

radical groups). The publication, produced
by the party's Ministry oflnformation
(headed by Eldridge Cleaver), also publicized
free-breakfast programs for schoolchil-
dren, escort services for senior citizens, and

protection from harassment by the police.
As Bobby Seale attempted to layout the first
issue in April 1967, Douglas offered his com-
mercial-art skills and materials. Seale, im-

pressed with Douglas's commitment, imme-

graphic-arts student, designed and illustrated these events' posters.
Black leaders and activists had established several groups that

blended politics and arts. An early mentor and close friend of

Douglas, LeRoi Jones ~ater Amiri Baraka), taught theater workshops
at San Franqsco State and enlisted his student to design his work-
shops' prop~. Jones was a member of the radical Black Arts Move-
ment. On Broderick Street in San Francisco's predominantly black

Western Addition neighborhood, another BAM member, Mar.vin X,
founded the Black House, a hub for the movement's artists and activ-
istS, including Eldridge Cleaver, who lived on an upper floor, and

actor Danny Glover, as well as Baraka and Douglas.
One day in January 1967, a group of community organizers met to

talk about the possibility ofhosting a speech by Dr. Betty Shabazz,
widow ofMalcolm x. Douglas was there to discuss designing the

event's poster and flyers; Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale, who had
recently formed the Black Panther Party for SelfDefense, were there

to discuss providing security for the event and to introduce their
party'slo-Point Plan, addressing such issues as employment and
freedom from oppression. Douglas, then 23, was impressed with the

party's platform, and he joined the following month.
The party's official newspaper, the weekly Black Panther, became
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diately named him the party's Revolutionary
Artist, and by the early 1970S, Douglas was
made responsible for The Black Panther's man-

agement,art direction, layout, and produc-
tion. The paper's first issue was composed on
a typewriter, with headlines set in Douglas's

own Letraset and Format transfer-type
versions of Caslon, Futura, Univers, and

Bodoni, and printed on a mimeograph. The
party purchased a type compositor for the
publication several months later. In 1969,
circulation peaked at 400,000.

Perhaps more significant than Douglas's
design and production of The Black Panther
were his powerful, distinctive illustrations.

Drawn with markers, pen and ink, gouache,
and graphite, Douglas's Black Panther images
were redistributed throughout America's
black communities on tens of thousands of

posters, which reflected his frustration with
the plight of African Americans, and which

he signed "Emory, revolutionary artist," or simply "Emory." "It was
about getting Huey's and the party's messages out to the people,"

Douglas says. "Showing what was really going on."
The illustrations, rendered entirely in markers and transfer type,

told visual stories. In one piece, published in The Black Panther in
August 1970, a woman stands defiantly, looking toward an unseen

door, wielding an automatic rifle and knife. The text: "I know one
thing them pigs had better stay from my door trying to kick it in
talking about they don't need no search warrant." An,illustration
from November 1970, advocating "All power to the people death to
the pigs," depicts a revolutionary choking one "pig" while regarding

another he has impaled on a bayonet. Douglas also drew satirical
caricatures in the paper, he says, to "make people aware of the char-
acter of those who oppressed us." In 1968, he wrote, "Through the

Revolutionary Artist's observations of the people, we can picture the
territory on which we live (as slaves): project maximum damage to

the oppressor with minimum damage to the people."

Douglas was raised in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and moved to the
Bay Area at age 8, in 1951. His earliest artistic inspiration was charles

White, the renowned Hatlem Renaissance painter and graphic art-
ist, who created many illustrations for the civil-rights movement.
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As a boy, Douglas became aware of black artists when he noticed
White's artwork on the free wall calendars his aunt received from
her insurance company. But while White and other civil-rights art-

ists addressed social inequities, their pacificist work did not incite
the radical thinking that Douglas and the Black Panthers later felt

necessary to effect meaningful change.
Staying atop independence movements worldwide through news

articles, bulletins, and graphics mailed to the newspaper twice

a week by the fledgling Liberation News Service from New York,
Douglas was particularly struck by artwork from Vietnam, Cuba,
and the Middle East, where artists had long provoked social change
through depictions of public struggles. One Cuban organization in

1968 incorporated a Douglas illustration into a poster promoting
"Solidarity With the African American People." "Party members

~.

Civil-rights artists addressed social

inequities, but their pacifism did not

incite the radical thihking that the

Black Panthers felt was necessary.

clinic and breakfast-for-children programs."
Today, Douglas speaks throughout the

U.S., at such venues as the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Los Angeles and such
events as TypeCon (where I interviewed him
before an audience in San Francisco in 2004).

He continues to work as a production artist

for the Sun-Reporter, San Francisco's oldest
African-American newspaper, as he has off

and on since the Black Panthers dissolved.
In 2007, Rizzoli plans to publish an as-yet-
untitled monograph, written by Sam Durant
and edited by Douglas, to coincide with an
exhibition ofDouglas's work at the Museum

of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles.
"The social concerns of the day still inspire

me," Douglas says, "and I like to illustrate
the need to address these issues in my work
in some way. The work I do is always for the

people and the cause, not for personal gain

or profit." G

who traveled to Vietnam and Cuba took my work with them," Doug-
las says. The Black Panther's January 9,1971, front page featured an
illustration commissioned by the South Vietnamese People's Libera-

tion Armed Forces along with one by Douglas.
Rather than merely employing his art as a "tool for liberation,"

Douglas advocated using the commercial-art model to sell revolu-
tion and change. "We have to take the structure of commercial art
and add a brand new content to it, a content that will serve the inter-
ests of black people," Douglas said in a 1972 talk at Fisk University, a

black college in Nashville.
Both the party and the paper came to an end in 1979, following a

period of internal strife and the party's infiltration and dismantling
by the FBI. Until that time, Douglas oversaw the Black Panthers'
printing service, Emory's Community Printing and Graphics, which

produced c~mpaign posters for such local candidates as Lionel
Wilson, the first black mayor of Oakland. Douglas continued to cre-

ate illustrations and graphic design projects commercially through
the mid-1990S, particularly for clients in the black community who

could not afford standard design and printing prices.
With Douglas now regarded as an important figure in 20th-centu-

ry radical art and design, his work has become highly prized by col-

lectors. In the catalog of"The Art of Emory Douglas," a 2004 show
at San Francisco's SargeantJohnson Gallery, African American Art &
Culture Complex, collector Alden Kimbrough wrote: "This art is in

truth, art as propaganda, it is art to create and sustain our national

heroes, to glorify historical and contemporary events." Kimbrough,
who with his sister Mary has collected Douglas's work since 1986,
added: "It is art to dignify a people, and perhaps more important,
to serve as a catalyst for action, to motivate people to take a stand
against racism, imperialism and police brutality, and to sustain free
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